FRENCH  POLITICAL  THOUGHT
" compulsory religion is no religion at all," whatever be the
religion involved, that liberty and self-imposed discipline are
complementary terms, and that one of the conditions for
remaining free is not to misuse your freedom in the exploitation
of others ? To put these questions is not to answer them in the
negative ; but the most superficial student of French affairs
will realize what a complete national re-education is implied
in the affirmative, and he may well wonder if all this be not
too late. If it is, if a real start is impossible, we see nothing
for France but a steady sinking into political second-rateriess
while other countries adopt new political aims and transform
their technique of government into something more suited to
the times. And this we believe to be true for her internationally
as well as nationally ; she has everything to gain by recognizing
the limitations which group-solidarity imposes on independent
action ; State sovereignty and national isolation are as futile a
policy for France abroad as are State sovereignty and individual
isolation for her at home.
"
"
The French character," says Tocqueville in his Recollec-
is full of contrasts, constantly doing worse or better
than what was expected of it, at times above, at times below,
the level of mankind . . , temperamentally rebellious, better
able to put up with the arbitrary and even violent rule of one
sovereign than with the orderly and free government of the
chief citizens ; to-day the sworn foe of all obedience, to-morrow
serving with a sort of passion ; never so free as to go beyond
the reach of slavery, or so enslaved as to be unable to break a
yoke — a worshipper of chance, of power, of success, of noise,
of glamour, rather than of true glory, more capable of heroism
than of virtue, of genius than of commonsense . . . the most
brilliant and dangerous of all European nations, the most
fitted to become in turn an object of admiration, of pity, of
terror — but never of indifference,"
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